Attachment 4
Letter of Contribution
Engine Holdings Asia Pte., Ltd.
80 Raffles Place #32-01 UOB Plaza, Singapore 048624
6 March 2013
Board of Directors
Group Lease PCL
63 Soi 1, Thetsabannimittai Rd., Ladyao, Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900
Dear Chairman,
We, Engine Holdings Asia Pte., Ltd. (EHA), as a major shareholder in Group Lease PCL
(GL), will contribute and advocate our resources to support and facilitate GL to access to not only
various financial resources but also available others financial instruments and technologies.
In our perception, GL had an impressive performance in 2012 with the profit of THB 357.38
Million, which is more than 66% growth relative to 2011. In 2013, GL’s management announced
that GL sets its ideal goal to finance 12,000 new units per month.
Furthermore, earlier last year, GL announced its ARFC vision which is to be ASEAN Regional
Finance Company. We have recognized GL’s research in ASEAN market and took the first step into
Cambodia impressively.
From GL’s number of noticeable achievements and its business strategic plans for upcoming AEC, EHA has viewed as a golden opportunity to merit a strong support to assist GL in
achieving this mile stone, especially in term of financial support to streamline GL business efficiency
and continuity for present and future expansion which is pivotal resources for GL future success.
EHA will contribute to GL in the followings:
1. Sourcing a financial investment and fund for GL
2. Providing a collateral against any GL financial loan.
3. Providing GL with financial instruments and technologies such as, securitization, derivative,
fund and/or others instruments.
Initially, EHA would like to offer the collateral equivalent to THB 1,000,000,000 (One Billion
Thai Baht) and EHA will continue to support more to GL.
As a shareholder we are very astonished by the performance of GL. We would like to take
this opportunity to thank all the managements and staffs. Last but not least, we promise to deliver
our best effort and resources to support the growth of GL.
First Fast and Forward.
Respectfully,

Muneo Tashiro
Director
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